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thoughtful spotlight on Emily’s early experimentations with poetry offers a unique window into and look toward home. On the journey back to England he faces pirates and a terrible storm before
making the longed-for trip back up the river Thames. Finally reunited with his family in Norfolk, Sam
one of the world’s most famous and influential poets. Christy Ottaviano Books
Prison Ship Vintage
When almost-16-year-old Aiden Lynch and his little sister, Maddy, first meet trailrider Jefferson J. Jackson,
they're eating clay and hunting grasshoppers on the remains of their family's drought-ravaged Kansas farm. In
short, the two orphans are starving to death, so when this man Jackson offers an escape—a 2000-mile journey
across the roughest country in the world—Aiden knows it's their only choice. They say there are a hundred ways
to die on the Oregon Trail, and the long wagon journey is broken only by catastrophe: wolf attacks, tornadoes,
rattlesnakes, deadly river crossings, Indians, and the looming threat of smallpox, "the devil's paint." But with the
sky a cornflower blue and the air sweet with new prairie grass, Aiden and Maddy and a hundred fellow travelers
A Mind to Murder Simon and Schuster
move forward with a growing hope, and the promise of a new life in the Washington Territory. Adventure-filled
'An irresistible page-turner that reads like the most compelling, sleep defying fiction' TIME OUT
and historically accurate, Victoria McKernan captures both the peril and stunning beauty of the frontier West in
One was an architect. The other a serial killer. This is the incredible story of these two men and their
an epic American story at once sweeping and intimate, heartbreaking and hopeful.
realization of the Chicago World's Fair of 1893, and its amazing 'White City'; one of the wonders of
The Shark's Paintbrush Knopf Books for Young Readers
the world. The architect was Daniel H. Burnham, the driving force behind the White City, the
Ben and Jennet, an orphaned brother and sister, are taken in by an old woman in the quaint fishing village of
massive, visionary landscape of white buildings set in a wonderland of canals and gardens. The killer Whitby, where they soon learn of the town's ancient lore and become involved in an epic struggle between good
was H. H. Holmes, a handsome doctor with striking blue eyes. He used the attraction of the great fair and evil.

- and his own devilish charms - to lure scores of young women to their deaths. While Burnham
overcame politics, infighting, personality clashes and Chicago's infamous weather to transform the
swamps of Jackson Park into the greatest show on Earth, Holmes built his own edifice just west of
the fairground. He called it the World's Fair Hotel. In reality it was a torture palace, a gas chamber, a
crematorium. These two disparate but driven men are brought to life in this mesmerizing, murderous
tale of the legendary Fair that transformed America and set it on course for the twentieth century . . .
The Last Ride of Caleb O'Toole Delacorte Books for Young Readers
Take a ringside seat at one of the most controversial trials in American history. The year is
1925, and the students of Dayton, Tennessee, are ready for a summer of fishing,
swimming, and drinking root beer floats at Robinson’s Drugstore. But when their science
teacher, J. T. Scopes, is arrested for having taught Darwin’s theory of evolution, it seems it
won’t be an ordinary summer in Dayton. As Scopes’s trial proceeds, the small town pulses
with energy and is faced with astonishing nationwide publicity. Suddenly surrounded by
fascinating people and new ideas, Jimmy Lee, Pete, Marybeth, and Willy are thrilled. But
amidst the excitement and circus-like atmosphere is a threatening sense of tension—not
only in the courtroom, but among even the strongest of friends. ? “The colorful facts
[Bryant] retrieves, the personal story lines, and the deft rhythm of the narrative are more
than enough invitation to readers to ponder the issues she raises.”—Publishers Weekly,
Starred

Hattie Ever After Ember
Its convoluted and colorful plot turns on questions of heredity and atavism: the ancestry of the
Waring twin brothers and of Elma Clifford. Elma comes on her mother's side from a line of gypsy
snake dancers, and she displays a periodic urge to dance wildly with a feather boa in her bedroom.
A murderous judge, multiple mistaken identities and scenes of tribal life in South Africa decorate
this extraordinary novel, which is certainly a testament to Grant Allen's versatility and grasp of the
popular market.Excerpt from What's Bred in the BoneThere was something so comically alarmed
in the ring of his tone - as of a naughty Schoolboy detected in a piece of mischief - that, propriety
to the contrary notwithstanding, Elma couldn't for the life of her repress a smile. She looked
down at the seat where the stranger pointed, and there, sure enough, coiled up in huge folds, with
his glossy head in attitude to spring at her, a great banded snake lay alert and open-eyed.'

realizes how much life at sea has become part of him. So when he hears that Napoleon plans to attack
England, he is tempted to join the British navy once more, and finds himself midshipman on none other
than the Victory, preparing for one of the most epic battles in history: Trafalgar. Loyal readers will not
want to miss the stirring conclusion to this dramatic series.
Dark Faith Random House
Told with P. D. James's trademark suspense, insightful characterization, and riveting storytelling, The Children of
Men is a story of a world with no children and no future. The human race has become infertile, and the last
generation to be born is now adult. Civilization itself is crumbling as suicide and despair become commonplace.
Oxford historian Theodore Faron, apathetic toward a future without a future, spends most of his time
reminiscing. Then he is approached by Julian, a bright, attractive woman who wants him to help get her an
audience with his cousin, the powerful Warden of England. She and her band of unlikely revolutionaries may just
awaken his desire to live . . . and they may also hold the key to survival for the human race.

Jewels A&C Black
In 1919, 17-year-old Hattie leaves the Montana prairie—and her sweetheart Charlie—to become a
female reporter in San Francisco, in the sequel to Hattie Big Sky, that was written, in part, to answer many
questions that readers posed about the irrepressible Hattie.
Historical Painting Techniques, Materials, and Studio Practice Simon and Schuster
A historical novel based on a true story of the Jacobite rebellion, from “a writer who has a special feeling
for the dramatic” (Chicago Tribune). This fiercely beautiful novel tells the true story of Charles
Radcliffe, a Catholic nobleman who joined the short-lived Jacobite rebellion of 1715, and of Jenny, his
daughter by a secret marriage. Set in the Northumbrian wilds, teeming London, and colonial
Virginia—where Jenny eventually settled on the estate of the famous William Byrd of
Westover—Jenny’s story reveals one young woman’s loyalty, passion, and courage as she struggles in
a life divided between the Old World and the New. “Miss Seton’s narrative is richly buttressed with
the results of scrupulous research on the personages and the period. Her sole purpose is to tell a rousing
good tale plainly and simply and this she does admirably.” —New York Herald Tribune
Dancing with Myself Harper Collins
Master of supernatural adventure Robin Jarvis continues his enthralling new series that began with The
Power of Dark and The Devil's Paintbox. The sinister Mister Dark is more powerful than ever and has
enslaved young Verne to his will. Can Lil save her best friend before their enemy unleashes his most
audacious and insane plan yet? Even with the help of new, surprising allies - a witch, a mysterious man of
many disguises and the secretive aufwaders beneath the cliff - all seems hopeless. Whitby has never been a
more frightening and dangerous place to live, and the murdered dead refuse to rest in peace. Robin Jarvis
started writing in 1988 and quickly became a bestselling author of children's books with his Deptford
Mice and Whitby Witches series. Time of Blood is the third of his chillingly thrilling Witching Legacy
series set in the atmospheric North Yorkshire coastal town of Whitby. Perfect for age 11 years and over,
although younger readers will also enjoy - if they are brave enough! You can find out more at
www.robinjarvis.com or follow him on Twitter @robinjarvis1963
Steps to an Ecology of Mind Macmillan
An enthralling mix of magic and horror - first of a new series from fantasy legend Robin Jarvis.
Something is brewing in the town of Whitby. To best friends Lil and Verne, it just seems like a
particularly bad storm. But Cherry Cerise, the last of the Whitby witches, fears that ancient forces are at
work, reviving the curse of a long lost magical artefact. The legend goes that the Nimius was created by
magician Melchior Pyke, with the assistance of a young witch known as Scaur Annie. But they were both
betrayed by Pyke's villainous manservant, Mister Dark, causing a feud that has survived even beyond
death. As Mister Dark, with his horrific winged familiar, arises to mastermind Whitby's very own
apocalypse and take the Nimius for his own evil purposes, can Lil and Verne join with Cherry to quell his
plans and save their home? Robin Jarvis started writing in 1988 and quickly became a bestselling author
with his Deptford Mice and Whitby Witches series. The Power of Dark is the first of a hauntingly good
new series set in the atmospheric North Yorkshire coastal town of Whitby. You can find out more at
www.robinjarvis.com or follow him on Twitter @robinjarvis1963

Shackleton's Stowaway Simon and Schuster
Bridging the fields of conservation, art history, and museum curating, this volume contains the principal papers
from an international symposium titled "Historical Painting Techniques, Materials, and Studio Practice" at the
University of Leiden in Amsterdam, Netherlands, from June 26 to 29, 1995. The symposium—designed for art
historians, conservators, conservation scientists, and museum curators worldwide—was organized by the
Department of Art History at the University of Leiden and the Art History Department of the Central Research
Laboratory for Objects of Art and Science in Amsterdam. Twenty-five contributors representing museums and
conservation institutions throughout the world provide recent research on historical painting techniques,
The Power of Dark Simon and Schuster
including wall painting and polychrome sculpture. Topics cover the latest art historical research and scientific
A candid memoir by the multiplatinum recording artist
analyses of original techniques and materials, as well as historical sources, such as medieval treatises and
chronicles his life from his childhood in England and rise to descriptions of painting techniques in historical literature. Chapters include the painting methods of Rembrandt
and Vermeer, Dutch 17th-century landscape painting, wall paintings in English churches, Chinese paintings on
fame at the height of the punk-pop revolution to his popular
paper and canvas, and Tibetan thangkas. Color plates and black-and-white photographs illustrate works from the
hits and his collaborations with fellow artists.
Middle Ages to the 20th century.
Library of Congress Subject Headings Apex Publications
33 Snowfish Laurel Leaf
The author recounts his experiences fly fishing, from anticipation of the opening
They rowed hard, away from the battleships and the bombs. Water sprayed over them. The rowboat pitched one
of the season to its last day
way and then the other. Then, before his eyes, the Arizona lifted up out of the water. That enormous battleship
Trout Madness Hachette UK
bounced up in the air like a rubber ball and split apart. Fire burst out of the ship. A geyser of water shot into the air
Sam fights in a fierce battle against the Danish Fleet, led by none other than Admiral Nelson himself, and against
and came crashing down. Adam was almost thrown out of the rowboat. He clung to the seat as it swung around.
all odds victory is theirs. Peace is declared and Britain's war with most of Northern Europe is over. Sam can go
He saw blue skies and the glittering city. The boat swung back again, and he saw black clouds, and the Arizona, his
home. But on the journey back, he witnesses a crime, for which he is framed. He is sentenced to death, but at the
father's ship, sinking beneath the water. -- from A Boy at War "He kept looking up, afraid the planes would come
last minute this sentence is commuted to transportation to Australia. With petty thieves, vicious criminals, women
back. The sky was obscured by black smoke....It was all unreal: the battleships half sunk, the bullet holes in the
and other children, Sam begins an eight month journey to the other side of the world, and a life of slavery in the
boat, Davi and Martin in the water." December 7, 1941: On a quiet Sunday morning, while Adam and his friends
harsh Australian interior. He knows that, against all odds, he must escape.
are fishing near Honolulu, a surprise attack by Japanese bombers destroys the fleet at Pearl Harbor. Even as Adam
Emily Writes Simon and Schuster
struggles to survive the sudden chaos all around him, and as his friends endure the brunt of the attack, a greater
Jane Yolen's Emily Writes is an imagined and evocative picture book account of Emily
concern hangs over his head: Adam's father, a navy lieutenant, was stationed on the USS Arizona when the bombs
Dickinson’s childhood poetic beginnings, featuring illustrations by Christine Davenier. As a
fell. During the subsequent days Adam -- not yet a man, but no longer a boy -- is caught up in the war as he
A Boy at War Scholastic UK
desperately tries to make sense of what happened to his friends and to find news of his father. Harry Mazer, whose
young girl, Emily Dickinson loved to scribble curlicues and circles, imagine new rhymes, and
As a teenager growing up during the Depression, Moss Trawnley doesn't have time to be a kid. In search of
autobiographical novel, The Last Mission, brought the European side of World War II to vivid life, now turns to
connect with the natural world around her. The sounds, sights, and smells of home swirled
opportunity, Moss lies about his age and heads west to join Roosevelt's Civilian Conservation Corps. While
the Pacific theater and how the impact of war can alter young lives forever.
through her mind, and Emily began to explore writing and rhyming her thoughts and
working to protect Montana's wildlife, he goes to school, makes lifelong friends, falls in love, and finds what he
Ringside, 1925 Electric Monkey
almost lost in the crisis of the Great Depression: himself. In this captivating work of fiction, Jeanette Ingold tells the
impressions. She thinks about the real and the unreal. Perhaps poems are the in-between. This

When the truth about Sam Witchall's false conviction is finally revealed, he can at last escape Australia
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story of a teen who risks everything to start a new life and, in the process, gains a future.

Time of Blood Anchor
The destructiveness of passion, both earthly and supernatural, makes cities bleed and souls burn across
worlds, through endless time. Experience the spiritual side of the zombie apocalypse in "The Days of
Flaming Motorcycles" and transcend both hell and nirvana in "Zen and the Art of Gordon Dratch's
Damnation." Look into "The Mad Eyes of the Heron King" to find the beautiful brutality written
The Children of Men Getty Publications
Gregory Bateson was a philosopher, anthropologist, photographer, naturalist, and poet, as well as the husband
and collaborator of Margaret Mead. This classic anthology of his major work includes a new Foreword by his
daughter, Mary Katherine Bateson. 5 line drawings.
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